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Let’s Get Our Tambourines Ready!

These weeks, the excitement of yetziat 
Mitzrayim reaches its peak. We 

recall how Miriam the Prophetess reaches for 
her tambourine, and then leads the women in 
a joyous burst of song. Since that monumental 
occasion the tambourine has become a symbol 
of redemption. In this generation more and 
more women have their tambourines ready 
for that auspicious moment.

Racheli Silberstein, a multitalented musician 
and prominent artist living in Crown Heights, 
shares her experience helping women to create 
their personal tambourines with which they 
will greet Moshiach: “The excitement in my 
workshops is palpable, as emunah in the immi-
nent Geulah becomes expressed in a concrete 
way, “Racheli emphasizes. “Women have paint-
ed the most inspirational tambourines, such 
as those with a glowing Third Temple. Every 
woman should have their personal tambourine 
ready and hang it up on the wall to be easily 
accessable when we all run to greet Moshiach!”

Racheli shares memories of her childhood: 
“I grew up in the warm Lubavitch community 
of Nachalat Har Chabad, in Kiryat Malachi. 
When I was about one and a half years old I 
would take crayons and draw geometric shapes. 
My kindergarden teacher was very impressed 
with the fine details of my drawings. When 
we learned Parshat Bereishis I drew a series 
of pictures, each one depicting the creation of 
the particular day of the week. Throughout my 

school years I made numerous paintings based 
on the Parsha of the week, the months and the 
holidays. Tremendous thought was invested 
into every picture, and I watched happily as 
the teachers hung them up in the classrooms. 
Today, too, one of my specialties is decorating 
the school walls in order to add vitality by ‘liv-
ing with the times.’

“My dear parents, Moshe and Yaffa Ben-
ita, were always extremely supportive of my 
creative endeavors. Baruch Hashem, we are a 
large family, but financial considerations never 
prevented my parents from investing in my 
talents, and in those of my siblings. After school 
I participated in music and art classes which 
enriched my talents and motivated me to learn 
new skills. In my parents’ zechus I reached high 
levels of achievement in the wide variety of 
artistic pursuits that are my shlichus today.”

Mrs. Yaffa Benita, Racheli’s mother, adds a 
few words: “I can never forget how the entire 
teaching staff at Racheli’s school requested to 
have her magnificent pictures decorate their 
classrooms!” Proudly, she explains: “Racheli’s 
inborn creative talent is a gift from Hakadosh 
Baruch Hu, and flows from her pnimiyut. Ev-
erything that reaches her skilled hands she 
decorates and beautifies, this is her nature. 
Even pages of homework would have pretty 
illustrations, and today I am still not able to 
throw them away!”

PROFILE
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Upon entering Beit Chana High School 
Racheli chose courses that would develop 
her musical talents. Today she is proficient in 
playing five musical instruments: guitar, piano, 
flute, violin and the popular darbuka which 
inspires women at Geulah events in different 
communities.  

Simultaneously, Racheli’s magnificent art-
work received recognition. One day a neigh-
bor in the area, who was not a Lubavitcher, 
contacted her and requested that she paint 
a portrait of the Alter Rebbe. “I invested so 
much of my ‘neshama’ into this picture,” Ra-
cheli shares. “Baruch Hashem, I succeeded in 
making a portrait that is ‘alive.’ Several years 
have passed, but the deep and penetrating gaze 
in the eyes of the Admor Hazaken will always 
be with me.” 

After she graduated from Beis Rivka Sem-
inary Racheli continued to expand her pro-
fessional skills as an artist, which led her to 
create her own unique style of three-dimen-
sional Jewish art (“אמנות יהודית בתבליט”). “At 
the time, my husband Yosef Yitzchok and I 
went to 770 for Tishrei. The moment that I saw 
770 I was extremely overwhelmed, and the ex-
citement continued throughout the holiday pe-
riod. When my visit came to an end, I yearned 
to ‘take’ 770 back home with me. Suddenly I 
had an idea of building a three-dimensional, 
miniature version of 770. This project involved 
many details and every tiny brick had to be 
prepared individually, but the nachas that I 
had when it was completed was indescribable. 
Every Lubavitcher home would be uplifted with 
a model of 770 in their living room! Therefore 
I publicized my workshop and other women 
joined me in using three-dimensional art to 
build an inspirational ‘mini 770.’“

Eight years ago Racheli moved to Crown 
Hieghts where she continues to contribute her 
creativity and artistic skills to the Lubavich 

cont. on p. 42



Joy in the family, beyond all measure, 
a new baby has been born. The 

first-born son to a first-born daughter… 
Esty still doesn’t understand, everything is 
so blurry and confused. The baby looks so 
wonderful: But what do we do with him? 
And what about the pain and weakness? 
She is feeling these emotions within her, 
and she’s having a bit of difficulty dealing 
with them… Everyone is charging into 
the hospital to visit the new mother. On 
the kallah’s side, the mother comes with 
baskets of food, diapers, and clothes, enter-
ing the room with tremendous excitement. 
“Esty…” she says with tears in her eyes, and 
the two embrace without uttering another 
word.

The truth is that Esty was waiting for 
her mother come. However, suddenly just 
ten minutes after she arrived, she already 
feels the need to be alone; her sense of ex-
haustion is all-consuming. But how can she 
tell her mother this without being offen-
sive? She had just traveled several hours to 
come and visit her… A short while after 
her mother left, there was a light rapping 
at the door. “Come in,” Esty said in a tired 
voice. With quick steps, her mother-in-
law entered, while her sisters-in-law came 
supplied with everything Esty could ever 
possibly need. Yet, all that Esty wanted to 
do now was to turn over and go to sleep.

There is no question regarding the 
sensitive nature of this period; everyone 
knows about it. Most women remember 
how much space, quiet, and rest they would 
need at such a time. However, when wom-
en become grandmothers, they somehow 
– and quite often – are hit by a wave of for-
getfulness. Something about this emotional 
situation doesn’t always enable them to see 
what a new mother really needs, and this 
tendency leads to things that don’t neces-
sarily go so smoothly…
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I have decided to try and outline an appro-
priate chapter on what is permissible, what is 
forbidden, what is needed, and what is unnec-
essary…the main thing is that it should be in 
a good and auspicious hour! 

Try to come at times that are convenient 
for the recuperating mother. And when you 
arrive, be sensitive to what’s happening around 
her… If there’s a pile of laundry, you can offer 
to fold it, if the baby has just dozed off, send 
the mother to go to sleep. When she wakes up 
and finds several pots cooking on the stove, 
she will be more than grateful…

When you come, it would be best if you kept 
your opinions on any or all subjects to a min-
imum. In particular, avoid statements such as 
“You obviously nurse the baby, don’t you?” or 
“Why is he crying? He’s obviously hungry, your 
milk isn’t enough! Add some supplements for 
him!”, or “Maybe put another layer on him, it 
seems to me that he’s cold.” 

Hold back, even if you have lots of experi-
ence. Understand that a new mother is trying 
to find her own personal path in a flood of 
information and experience. She goes nights 
without sleep and doesn’t always have the time 
to hear ideas, some of which have no relevance 
to her. More than anything else, what a woman 
after birth needs is the feeling that she knows 
what’s she’s doing. This must be strengthened 
as much as possible. You can offer advice if she 
needs it. Rest assured, she will know how to 
use the suggestion, and if the initiative comes 
from her, she will be a proper vessel to accept 
your advice. 

Don’t convey indirect message through her 
husband or in some other manner. This can 
harm her shalom bayis at a time that is most 
challenging for her in any case.

Even if you have plenty of time and not too 
many grandchildren, be attentive to the ability 
of the new mother to endure numerous visits. 
No two mothers after birth are the same. There 
are those who desperately need quiet and a 

sense of control over their own lives. Others 
find these visits most important, and when the 
mother is alone, she can feel depressed and 
despondent. Try and determine the true state 
of her emotional well-being. 

A couple after the birth of a new baby needs 
help and support from their families. Physical 
help to watch the child, help on the home front, 
and emotional help. Above all, there is a clear 
need for warm and good relations within the 
family. It’s also important for the new mother 
to receive proper guidance and to know how to 
give to family members coming to be a part of 
the process. Quite often, it’s appropriate to have 
an open discussion on how she feels and what 
she’s going through, keeping in mind that we 
should do this with additional sensitivity. As a 
part of this wondrous time, those closest to the 
new mother need to exercise greater “iskafia.” 
Don’t say whatever you want, see what’s proper, 
do only what’s absolutely necessary, and make 
more space for those who really need it. How-
ever, this is what brings the blessing, as the 
Alter Rebbe writes in Tanya, through “iskafia” 
you can draw the precious Divine light down 
into the lower worlds - “the honor of the Holy 
One, Blessed Be He, is revealed in all worlds”…

Then it will be worth it. You’ll preserve your 
good relations with her and even light up the 
world.

B’hatzlacha! ■

,,   Quite often, it’s 
appropriate to have an 

open discussion on how she 
feels and what she’s going 

through, keeping in mind 
that we should do this with 

additional sensitivity.



THE THE 
AVOCADO AVOCADO 
LESSONLESSON
By Leah Goldberg  •

I’ll never forget what I heard from a well-
known naturopath at a health work-

shop and the amazing wave of reactions that 
followed.

“What!? Really!?!?” 

“Yes,” she replied, quite matter-of-factly. 
“Open the avocado, remove the seed, place the 
seed in a glass of water, and this avocado won’t 
turn black.” 

This is a happy and useful tip for any home-
maker (who likes avocado, of course), but as for 
me, what can I tell you? This was mind-bog-
gling. 

“How can this be?? An avocado is totally sep-
arated from its seed. The two are far one from 
the other. Yet, the seed still influences its fruit!? 
Sounds strange! How does this happen??”

Well, What can I tell you? I think I’m right, 
and my skepticism proved to be true. I even 
tried it at home, and it doesn’t really work.

But the lesson I learned from it is true, and 
it does work.

Unlike an avocado, life does comply with 
this strange trick. 

There’s seder hishtalshelus here – a downward 
spiritual progression and an automatic influ-
ence of one created being upon another. The 
world works in complete harmony; sometimes, 
we see the connection with our own eyes, but 
not always. This is not just rain falling upon 
the ground and making the wheat grow, and 
not just a baby crying because she’s cutting her 
first tooth…

To put it simply, this is a case-study of a chas-
sid creating an environment. 

The spiritual state of the other person de-
pends in large measure upon my spiritual state! 

The Jewish People are one entity. All of us 
are connected, one to the other. 

And in particular, parents and children, hus-
band and wife!
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As in the words of the Rebbe MH”M:

“We must emphasize that there are many 
parents who do not properly appreciate 
the influence they have on their children, 
and they think that all their efforts are for 
naught, thereby wasting much of the influ-
ence they could have on them. But they are 
mistaken, because parents can influence 
their children far more than they estimate, 
and when they make an effort in this [mat-
ter], they will surely have a tremendous ef-
fect – and if not one hundred percent, then 
surely in great measure.” (Igros Kodesh, Vol. 
4, pg. 344)

So…

Even if it sometimes seems that I’m making 
an effort and there are no results. 

Even if it appears to me that things aren’t 
progressing.

Even when my avocado browns, 

with its pit safely in a nearby cup of water,

I can definitely learn from the avocado pit…

Apparently, I do have strength. Far more 
than it does.

And my prayers, thoughts, and care — even 
from afar — really help my kids, however far 
they are from their Mommy-pit. ■

sonally can identify and correct those 
points of weakness, and not from a 
position of inferiority that “rankles” 
us. For while we can again experience 
a sense of “failure”, this comes from 
seeing the privilege and possibility to af-
fect positive change through restraint, 
patience, and tolerance – even at our 
own pace. 

This bring us to the third stage: 
using our unique strengths (and the 
child’s when we help him to work on 
the “assignments” G-d has given him) 
to make the necessary corrections. 

Even those modes of conduct and 
behavior we saw in our parents, which 
we promised to ourselves never to do, 
fall into this same category, when by 
objective examination, approval, rein-
forcement, and a measured application 
of the principle of “the mind rules over 
the heart” – we will, with G-d’s help, 
attain positive results.

While it would be fitting to note 
that “many years impart wisdom”, and 
sometimes we reveal something that 
we never would have done as children, 
in the final analysis, we can admit that 
we made a mistake and have now im-
plemented the concept of “Hearken, 
my son, to the discipline of your father, 
and do not forsake the instruction of 
your mother.” 

B’hatzlacha! ■

Chinuch, cont. from p. 54

,,    We will try to identify 
the ways in which he handles 

such situations – viewing 
matters from the side
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Henny 
Elishevitz

MAGNIFYING MIRROR

While it’s true that parents are definite-
ly inclined to feel a significant 

lack of “nachas” from their children with “de-
ficiencies” similar to their own, the Ba’al Shem 
Tov has already said that looking at someone 
else is similar to looking into a mirror, a re-
flection of one’s own reality. In other words, it 
is quite logical that one of the parents will feel 
that a certain attribute within the child “irks” 
him, whereas the other parent relates to this 
tendency with far greater forgiveness (while for 
this parent, there are other characteristics / ac-
tions that stimulate the recognition threshold). 

WARNING! SYMBIOSIS!

In such a case, you have to work very hard 
to build a greater sense of awareness, and “the 
mind rules over the heart.” 

At the first stage, as has already been men-
tioned in this column assessing the approach 
developed by my mother and teacher, Mrs. Es-
ter Meizlish, we must distance ourselves from 
symbiosis. We have to realize that our child is a 
separate entity, with his own failures, successes, 
and issues he needs to cope with. He has a path 
in life he needs to follow, using the tools he 
received from G-d for this purpose. As for his 
parents, G-d has placed them on the sidelines 
to provide him with assistance and guidance. 

The second stage will be a focused and ob-
jective observation –  as much as possible – of 

the child: how, when, how much, and in what 
way does he encounter difficulties. We will try 
to identify the ways in which he handles such 
situations – viewing matters from the side, in a 
manner of “cold” impartial examination, with 
the eye of a diagnostician, without any emo-
tional involvement. 

While there can be no doubt that this is no 
simple avoda, if we set out on this path with 
true awareness, will, and determination, and if 
we make an effort not to react while observing, 
we will continually reveal a greater ability on 
our part to control the matter. Perhaps we will 
even discover that things are not quite as bad 
as we had originally thought. 

A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY 
FOR A “SECOND ROUND”

The truth of the matter is besides the fact 
that G-d gave us children with these character-
istics similar to our own, specifically because 
we followed such a similar path in life (similar, 
not identical), we can help him based on our 
experience. Sometimes, we can even achieve 
this by conveying the message:  “It wouldn’t be 
appropriate to go this way – it won’t get you out 
of this mess.” Specifically when the assistance 
comes from a neutral and broader perspective, 
we have an amazing opportunity here. We per-

ChinuchChinuch

cont. on p. 52
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Review: In the present – Yonasan speaks 
with his mashpia about shalom bayis and 
tells about his mother’s controlling and 
bossiness. In the past – Leibel is thrown 
out of kollel; Zalman suggests raising do-
nations in the United States.

Late Menachem Av 5697 (1937), 
Yerushalayim. It was the start of 

laundry day, and Feige went over to Raizele 
in a state of bewilderment. “My husband 
came home from shul very agitated. He told 
me that…that…” 

“Told you what?” she asked inquisitively 
as she put the laundry in the hot water tank.

“It has to do with your husband…I didn’t 
want you to find out about this story in the 
street, due to the added comments made by 
gossiping women…”

Raizele went pale as she dropped the 
laundry. 

“Tell me,” she demanded.

Silently and with some hesitation, Feige 
told her about Leibel’s public confession.

Raizele leaned against the wall. She stood 
quietly for several minutes, totally stunned. 

14
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She then left Feige near the boiling tank and 
ran to her brother’s house. She pounded wildly 
on the door, which her sister-in-law opened, 
quite alarmed. 

“Where’s Zalman?” she asked, as she tried 
to stifle her weeping. 

“In kollel. Is everything all right?” 

Raizele became frantic. She couldn’t restrain 
herself any longer. Tears streamed down her 
cheeks without stopping. Rochele silently em-
braced her. 

“I feel that my whole world has crumbled…” 
she sobbed. “I can’t believe that he did this…”

“Who? What happened?”

“My husband…”

With tears drenching her cheeks, Raizele 
told her sister-in-law what she had just heard. 

“Rochele, do you realize what he’s done? 
My life has no meaning any longer. Everyone 
will now have pity on the young pious woman 
who gives over Torah classes. Once, they all 
wondered whom I would marry. Now all of 
them will know that I’m married to…to…” She 
couldn’t find the right words as she again burst 
into hysterical sobs. 

“You still haven’t heard this directly from 
him, Raizele,” Rochele gently reminded her.

“But I have no doubt that Feige is telling the 
truth, and he did admit publicly before every-
one... Ever since he came back from his journey, 
I have felt that he was concealing some im-
portant and fateful information… Why didn’t 
he tell me??” 

“Perhaps he was concerned that you would 
be very angry or upset with him,” Rochele sug-
gested. “You’re very dear to him.”

“Dear? Then why did he break my heart this 
way and cause me such terrible shame?” 

Rochele looked at her weeping sister-in-law, 
as she tried to find the words to encourage and 
comfort her.

“I understand your disappointment, Raizele, 
the embarrassment, the pain. However, please 
don’t forget that according to what you’ve been 
told, he expressed regret and intends to fix the 
damage he caused.”

“He has damaged everything, and the dam-
age is irreversible. Irreversible!” Raizele cried. 
“There’s no chance that they’ll let him stay in 
kollel after such a story. In any case, how will 
everyone look at us now? How?? And how 
can I live with someone who did something 
so terrible?” 

“Raizele, please listen to me carefully,” said 
Rochele, looking at her with penetrating blue 
eyes. “Our journey in life can be quite com-
plex. We walk, progress forward, come to a 
crossroads, fall down, and pick ourselves up. 
Yet, with every fall, there can be growth. While 
I’m not as knowledgeable as you are, there’s one 
thing I do know – ‘The wisest of women - each 
one built her house.’ It’s all in your hands. Ev-
erything depends upon your reaction. You can 
be accepting, supportive, express confidence, 
and build – him, you, and your home. On the 
other hand, you can be scornful, critical, sus-
picious – and destroy everything.”

Raizele was silent. She realized that her sis-
ter-in-law was right, but something deep inside 
was keeping her from accepting and internaliz-
ing the message. “That’s easy for you to say, the 
wife of perfect Zalman,” she thought to herself 
in despair. 

“Thanks for the advice, but it seems that ev-
erything’s lost!” she concluded and ran out. She 
had just remembered about her small children. 
They had been left alone in the joint family 
courtyard near a red-hot stove and a boiling 
tank of water. 

Baruch Hashem, she found the children, 
healthy and unharmed, sitting in the playpen 
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alongside Mottele Abramson, while Feige was 
pulling the clean laundry out of the boiler with 
a pole and transferring it into a tub. 

“All the young Stein family’s dirty laundry 
is now aired for all to see,” she thought in tor-
ment. She felt herself seething inside, literally 
like a kettle. 

“What are you planning to do?” Feige asked, 
and then went silent in embarrassment. Leibel 
had entered the courtyard.

“How could you?” she asked with restrained 
anger, as soon as she brought the children in 
the house and closed the door. She wanted to 
scream, but she was worried that she might 
alarm the neighbors. 

“So, you know,” he mumbled with embar-
rassment. “I’m very, very sorry.” 

“What possessed you to decide to gamble, 
and with the kollel’s money yet?” she continued 
to ask in a voice racked with emotional pain.

“I’m sorry. I made a mistake. I know.” 

“Your regret is of no help!” she shot back. 
“You should have thought of the repercussions 
before doing what you did…”

“You’re right,” he said in agreement with a 
look of humiliation. 

“And why did you publicize the story that 
way, with no shame?... What will happen to us 
now? What will they think of us? …And your 
kollel studies…”

“I was thrown out,” he admitted. 

“That’s not surprising,” she sighed. “So that’s 
it. One act of foolishness and our lives have 
been destroyed!”

“Not entirely destroyed,” Leibel said, trying 
to calm her down and give her some flicker of 
hope. “Zalman and I are traveling to America 
to collect contributions and pay off the debt. 
Perhaps afterwards they will forgive me.”

For some reason, Leibel’s words only made 
Raizele even more furious.

“Again you’ll leave me alone, while you take 
another pleasure trip around the world?? You’ll 
go and enjoy yourself, and I’ll have to deal with 
all the scowls, the muttering, the comments, 
and the questions?”

“Maybe you could come with me?” he sug-
gested.

“What are you talking about? More travel 
fare at the community’s expense…And what 
will I do there with the children?”

“You can visit your aunt,” he reminded her.

“Not a bad idea, but I prefer not to leave 
Eretz Yisrael. Why do you have to complicate 
things more anyway, for all of us?”

Leibel left. He didn’t say where he was going. 

Raizele fed the children, as she pondered 
her bitter fate. 

Everyone raved and ranted as the shidduch 
was made, heaping praise after praise upon 
the chassan. 

However, at the start of her life together with 
Leibel, she already began to see signs that the 
Torah genius with whom she had established 
a Jewish home was no big tzaddik. She discov-
ered his wild side rather quickly, the hedonism 
and childishness in his personality.

,,   Our journey in life can 
be quite complex. We walk, 
progress forward, come to 

a crossroads, fall down, 
and pick ourselves up. Yet, 
with every fall, there can 

be growth
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Just then, she happened to remember the 
trip they took at the start of Nissan, six months 
after their wedding. 

They walked through the green hills under 
a clear blue sky. Leibel often stopped, taking 
in everything around him. Occasionally, he 
would explain about some plant or animal, a 
regular tour guide. Although they were already 
expecting their first child by this time, and she 
was having some difficulty walking at a fast 
pace due to her weak condition, his frequent 
stops were beginning to aggravate her. 

“Here, take a look,” he said excitedly, point-
ing at a small spring of water between the rocks. 
He stayed there for several long moments, 
enjoying himself as he rinsed his hands and 
washed his face in the cool water.

He sat on one of the rocks, suggested that 
Raizele sit on the one next to his, and he began 
telling about the field trips he went on during 
his youth. His stories of mischief didn’t seem 
to fit the image of the serious Ben-Torah he 
was meant to be.

“I’m a little afraid to stay alone outside of the 
city,” Raizele said after a short while, putting a 
quick end to the storytelling, which she con-
sidered a lot of idle chatter in any case. 

Leibel got up, and she followed close behind.

“We still haven’t said Birkas HaIlanos,” he 
suddenly remembered. “One who goes out 
during the days of Nissan and sees trees in 
bloom says, ‘Blessed is He Who did not omit 
anything from His universe,” quoting from the 
Mishnah.

On the nearby hill stood a single pome-
granate tree, adorned with red flowers. Leibel 
suggested that they go over there, but Raizele 
reminded him that ideally, the bracha should be 
made near two trees. Her expertise impressed 
him, while his lack of expertise or his disregard 
astonished her. 

After walking for another few minutes, they 
saw a few blooming trees and made the bracha. 
“Hashem literally arranged them for us,” Leibel 
said happily, but during those moments, his 
happiness seemed rather infantile to her. The 
rest of the walk passed quietly. She became 
rather withdrawn, isolated within her feeling 
of disappointment. Slowly, the shining image 
she had built in her imagination had shattered 
into fragments, and the weaknesses of her new 
husband became revealed, one after another.

Since then, there have been many discov-
eries. However, this last discovery surpasses 
them all…

Adar 5778, Tzfas. The sound of loud 
wailing was heard from the direc-

tion of little Shneur’s room.

“Aba, Aba,” he cried, as he came wandering 
into the living room. He walked as if he was 
in a trance. 

Hadas left the memoirs booklet on the couch 
and picked up her son. 

“Do you want to sleep with Ima?”

“Aba,” he whimpered. 

“Did you have a bad dream? Did you forget 
to say Shema before you fell asleep? Come, let’s 
say it together, and Ima will put you to bed.”

She laid down next to him on the small cot. 
Under the circumstances, she decided to put 
aside continuing to read the memoirs until the 
morning.

As she tried to fall asleep, she thought about 
the young couple from Yerushalayim. 

Quite a fascinating relationship…

He acts impulsively and doesn’t let people 
know what he’s doing.

For her part, she doesn’t know him, and she 
doesn’t see him. Immersed within her own 
dream… ■

To be continued…
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Mador kids

THE REBBE PAYS BACK
Yaakov was a famous scientist at a 

university in Boston. Scientists in Russia 
heard about him and asked him to come 
to their university and lecture. This was 
in 1984. At that time, Russia was closed 
off to the outside world. Jews there suf-
fered under the communist police state 
and learned Torah and did mitzvos with 
difficulty.

Yaakov did not know whether he 
would be able to travel to Russia at such 
a tense time. Nevertheless, he conveyed 
the request to his superiors who gave 
their approval to the trip.

Preparations were made under great 
secrecy. Yaakov and another scientist 
would be staying in Russia for three 
weeks.

A day before the trip, Yaakov’s home 
phone rang. It was the Rebbe’s secretary. 
“The Rebbe wants to see you,” he said.

“I don’t know the Rebbe and I am very 
busy. I am about to make a trip and I 
won’t be home for three weeks. I am very 
sorry,” he said politely.

The person on the line did not give up 
so fast. “If the Rebbe is asking for you, 

you need to come. On the way to the air-
port, pass by 770 and come in and see the 
Rebbe. It’s not a big bother.”

Yaakov finally agreed and when the 
time came, he entered the Rebbe’s room.

The Rebbe looked at him lovingly and 
said, “In Russia there are Jews who are 
waiting for ritual items. I heard you are 
going to Russia and I want to send a pack-
age with you.”

Of course, an assignment like this was 
very dangerous. If he would be caught, 
he could pay with his life.

“Rebbe, do you realize how dangerous 
this is?” he exclaimed.

The Rebbe looked at him and said, 
“You do me a favor and I will repay the 
favor.”

Yaakov did not know what the Rebbe 
meant and how the favor could be repaid 
but he felt that he could not refuse the 
Rebbe’s request.

Greatly apprehensive, he left the Reb-
be’s room. Outside, one of the Chassidim 
was waiting and told him that the pack-
age would go directly to the airport.
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“Who should the package be given to?” 
asked Yaakov.

“They will come and take it,” said the 
Chassid. “The Rebbe asked me to remind 
you that he will repay the favor.”

Yaakov was very nervous throughout 
the flight. He knew that in the cargo was 
a package that endangered his life. He 
wondered why he had agreed to take the 
package and hoped that all would end 
well.

At the airport, during the customs 
inspection, Yaakov was full of trep-
idation. He saw how the Russians 
searched each suitcase and missed 
nothing. However, to his great 
amazement, when it was his turn 
the shift changed and the new 
inspector was sure that 
his prede-
cessor had 
c h e c k e d 
Y a a k o v 
and let him 
through.

Yaakov 
was over-
come by 
this miracle 
but his joy did 
not last. He stood 
before another in-
spection and this time 
these were KGB agents. 
But this time too, to his amazement, 
the inspector moved the package aside 
without paying it any attention and did 
not check it at all.

The next day, Yaakov went to the shul 
in Moscow for shacharis. As soon as he 
walked in, someone asked him quickly 
and quietly, “Do you have something for 
me?”

Yaakov nodded and gave him the items 
in stages, over three days, in a way that 
nobody would notice. Russian Jews were 
happy to get tefillin, siddurim and mezu-
zos from the Rebbe.

Aside from that, Yaakov focused on 
the purpose of his trip, his visit to the 
university in Moscow. He met with top 

scientists, toured various sites and 
gave lectures.

A week and a half went by and 
Yaakov and his colleague went 

to sleep in the hotel after a 
busy day of work. Sud-
denly, four policemen 
came in and said they 
were under arrest.

Yaakov and his col-
league were terrified. 
“Why?” they asked, 
but were not given an 

answer. Yaakov and his 
colleague were 

put in jail. 
It was 

o n l y 
a ft e r 
s e v -
e r a l 

p a i n -
ful days in 

prison that one of the guards explained 
that they had been arrested for spying 
and that entailed the death sentence.
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Yaakov shouted,”We didn’t do any-
thing! If you harm us, there will be a 
worldwide uproar!”

But the evil ones didn’t care. “Some-
times, fatal traffic accidents occur … No-
body will know we did anything.”

Yaakov and his colleague were in de-
spair. Who would help them?

One black day followed another in 
the dark cell. They knew that their days 
were numbered. It was nighttime but 
they could not sleep. Then their cell door 
opened. “Get up,” said the police.

The two were sure their end was near 
and they were about to be killed. They 
began saying vidui. 

After a long trip, the car door was 
suddenly opened and Yaakov and his 
colleague found themselves at the door 
of a plane.

“This is the last time you come to Rus-
sia. If you come again, you are dead men,” 
the police officers shouted. Then they put 
them on the plane which flew them back 
to America.

Yaakov and his colleague were shak-
en up. They could not understand how 
this miracle had occurred and what this 
whole story was about.

A few days later, Yaakov got a phone 
call at home. It was a call from the Amer-
ican State Department, “I want to you 
come to my office today.” Yaakov headed 
out.

When he arrived at the office, the man 
said, “Tell me what you experienced over 

there.” Yaakov told him everything. Then 
the State Department agent filled in the 
missing pieces.

“A few days ago, an anonymous caller 
let us know that you were in prison and 
were accused of spying and they intended 
on killing you. The caller asked us to deal 
with this situation immediately. We made 
great efforts to find out where you were 
and what was happening with you. We 
warned the Russians that if they touched 
you, it would not be worth their while, 
but we did not know whether the Rus-
sians would be impressed by our threat 
and whether you were really imprisoned. 
Now I see that the information was cor-
rect and the mysterious caller saved your 
lives.”

Two days passed and the Rebbe’s sec-
retary called Yaakov’s house. “The Rebbe 
wants to see you.”

Yaakov was very emotional over see-
ing the Rebbe again. He told the Rebbe 
everything that happened to him. The 
Rebbe inquired about how Jews in Rus-
sia were doing and inquired after every 
small detail. Yaakov wondered whether 
to tell the Rebbe about his arrest and re-
lease and decided in the end not to say 
anything.

However, before he left the Rebbe’s of-
fice, the Rebbe said with a smile, “So, did 
I repay the favor?”

Yaakov was speechless. This was when 
he realized who had made the phone call 
that saved his life. ■



Did you put on tefillin today?

1 • The 4th miracle

It seems like its not so easy for you 
to walk… are you alright? How d4o 

you feel?

At least I’m alive. That itself is a miracle! 
It all began four months ago, when I 
flew with some friends to Turkey…
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What a blast!

Amazing! Look at this view! 

Tomorrow morning, let’s 
wake up early to see 
the sunrise from the 

mountain top

The next morning…

Guys! Drive slower, enjoy the scenery!

Wow, it’s 
dangerous. 

Let me 
change the 

route…


